Stemness and cancer development
===============================

Breast cancer represents the most common malignancy and leading cause of death among women. Recent findings in the field of breast cancer research have revealed that cancer stem cells (CSCs), a rare subpopulation of undifferentiated cells with embryonic characteristics within the tumor, are key contributors to the development and progression of the disease. The first report describing functional CSCs emerged more than 20 years ago when in 1994 Lapidot et al[@b1-sccaa-9-017] reported that a CD34^+^/CD38^−^ cell can initiate acute myeloid leukemia after transplantation into severe combined immunodeficiency mice. In a series of following studies, the presence of CSCs was confirmed in breast,[@b2-sccaa-9-017] brain,[@b3-sccaa-9-017] liver,[@b4-sccaa-9-017] colorectal[@b5-sccaa-9-017] tumors, and melanomas.[@b6-sccaa-9-017],[@b7-sccaa-9-017] CSCs are characterized by their ability to self-renew and differentiate, display tumorigenic capability in immunosuppressed mice, and grow ex vivo as tumorspheres.[@b8-sccaa-9-017],[@b9-sccaa-9-017] It has been suggested that they originate from normal tissue stem cells undergoing somatic mutations and that cancer can be practically considered as a stem cell disease.[@b10-sccaa-9-017] Indeed, normal and CSCs share many similar phenotypic features. For instance, in breast cancer, the CD24^−/lo^/epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM)^lo^ CSC phenotype resembles that of CD49f^+^/ESA^−/lo^ normal human mammary stem cell[@b11-sccaa-9-017],[@b12-sccaa-9-017] and aldehyde dehydrogenase 1 (ALDH1), a marker of normal mammary stem cells, is a well-established breast cancer stem cell (BCSC) marker.[@b13-sccaa-9-017] It is proposed that despite their similarities, CSCs differ from their normal counterparts in their degree of dependence on their microenvironment. Although normal stem cells are entirely reliant on signals from their microenvironment in order to regulate their proliferative state, under normal or repair conditions, CSCs exhibit a more self-sufficient cell proliferation capacity. Furthermore, as will be described below, CSCs have been proposed to differ from their normal counterparts in the glycosylation patterns of their surface markers.[@b14-sccaa-9-017] Contrary to the perception that normal stem cells are the cells of cancer origin, several groups have reported that the luminal progenitor population, rather than a multipotent mammary stem cell, generates luminal and basal-like breast carcinomas.[@b15-sccaa-9-017]--[@b17-sccaa-9-017] Interestingly, differentiated cells can also acquire self-renewal capacity through the action of genetic and/or epigenetic mechanisms.[@b18-sccaa-9-017] CSCs underlie the biological and functional heterogeneity within the tumor and support the preservation of the tumor cell population. The contribution of CSCs to tumor maintenance and heterogeneity is summarized in two principal theories: according to the hierarchical CSC model, only a small subset of tumor cells, capable of self-renewing and differentiating, display tumorigenic capability, while providing the tumor with all differentiated nontumorigenic progeny, thus maintaining the tumor hierarchy.[@b19-sccaa-9-017]--[@b22-sccaa-9-017] In contrast, the stochastic or clonal evolution model suggests that all tumor cells contribute equally to tumor growth, as genetic mutations triggered by microenvironmental factors can give rise to undifferentiated cells that can adjust more effectively to the tumor microenvironment and evolve, promoting tumorigenesis.[@b23-sccaa-9-017]--[@b25-sccaa-9-017] Recent data point toward a dynamic version of the CSC model, revealing a predominant significance of the tumor microenvironment on the phenotype of CSCs. More specifically, within the tumor hierarchy, nontumorigenic cells have the capacity to dedifferentiate and give rise to additional CSCs, resulting in fluctuations of the CSC subpopulation of a specific tumor over time. Interestingly, not all tumors are driven by rare CSC subpopulations but include rather large tumorigenic populations.[@b26-sccaa-9-017] Although normal somatic tissue cells have been shown to dedifferentiate following specific external stimuli, the dedifferentiation process can occur more readily in cancer cells due to their disrupted signaling pathways. It has been shown that exposure of differentiated colorectal cells to stromal factors can promote their CSC transformation. Analogous results have been obtained on mammary cancer[@b11-sccaa-9-017],[@b27-sccaa-9-017],[@b28-sccaa-9-017] (for a review see[@b26-sccaa-9-017],[@b29-sccaa-9-017]). In addition to the dedifferentiation process, the tumor microenvironment is also crucial for preservation of the existing CSC subpopulation.[@b18-sccaa-9-017],[@b26-sccaa-9-017],[@b30-sccaa-9-017]

The normal stem cell microenvironment or "niche" comprises a discrete dynamic domain within a tissue, with the ability to ensure tissue homeostasis under physiological and pathological conditions. It prevents the differentiation of stem cells and coordinates their behavior in homeostasis and repair. The deregulation of genetic homeostasis of the stroma can promote tumorigenesis. It is yet unclear whether in neoplastic tissues CSCs utilize and modulate their existing microenvironment or direct the formation of a new niche. Many soluble factors of the tumor microenvironment are involved in the maintenance of the CSC phenotype within a tumor. Transforming growth factor beta (TGF-beta), platelet-derived growth factor, fibroblast growth factor, insulin growth factor 1, epidermal growth factor, Wnt ligands, and hypoxia have been shown to participate in the preservation of the undifferentiated cell state of the CSC subpopulations.[@b18-sccaa-9-017] Similarly, CSCs can also secrete soluble factors, such as TGF-beta, which enhance the inflammatory and angiogenic properties of their surrounding microenvironment. Inhibiting the crosstalk between CSCs and their tumor microenvironment and discovering therapies targeting both hold great promise in the future of breast cancer treatment.[@b31-sccaa-9-017],[@b32-sccaa-9-017]

Molecular and functional characteristics of CSCs
================================================

CSCs have been detected in primary and metastatic tumors, where they sustain the tumor mass, preserve its heterogeneity, and drive metastasis.[@b9-sccaa-9-017],[@b18-sccaa-9-017]--[@b21-sccaa-9-017],[@b23-sccaa-9-017]--[@b26-sccaa-9-017],[@b29-sccaa-9-017],[@b30-sccaa-9-017],[@b33-sccaa-9-017] They have also been found in the peripheral blood of breast cancer patients,[@b34-sccaa-9-017]--[@b39-sccaa-9-017] where they promote systemic dissemination and the bone marrow of early stage breast cancer patients.[@b40-sccaa-9-017] According to Liu et al,[@b41-sccaa-9-017] CSCs constitute a highly heterogeneous population with specific hierarchical patterns that are composed of various subcategories, such as precancerous stem cells, and primary, migrating, and chemoradioresistant CSCs, with distinct role in tumor formation and cancer progression. The term "horizontal hierarchy of CSCs" has been proposed to describe the complex network of heterogeneous CSCs and their interactions.[@b41-sccaa-9-017] Specific molecular markers have been employed for the designation of the CSC subpopulation, the majority of which are expressed in both solid tumors and circulating tumor cells (CTCs) in the bloodstream of breast cancer patients.[@b42-sccaa-9-017] Nevertheless, molecular analysis of CTCs has revealed that they can exhibit distinct phenotypic profiles compared to their tumor of origin.[@b43-sccaa-9-017],[@b44-sccaa-9-017]

The resistance of CSCs to conventional chemotherapy underlies the recurrence of the initial tumor and associates with poor clinical outcome.[@b45-sccaa-9-017] The biological properties of CSCs render them resistant to conventional chemotherapy. CSCs are characterized by elevated levels of ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters, membrane transporters that pump cytotoxic drugs and dye out of the cells (reviewed in[@b46-sccaa-9-017],[@b47-sccaa-9-017]). It has also been shown that high levels of the anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-2 were observed in CD44^+^/CD24^−/low^ BCSCs.[@b48-sccaa-9-017] Moreover, a number of signaling pathways as Wnt/β-catenin, Notch, and NF-κB that contribute to the survival and self-renewal of CSCs have been associated with the resistance of CSCs to conventional chemotherapy. Finally, CSCs display an enhanced DNA damage response under hypoxic conditions, which is mediated by the activation of two major signaling pathways that regulate the cell cycle, ataxia telangiectasia mutated and ataxia telangiectasia mutated-and Rad3-related.[@b46-sccaa-9-017],[@b47-sccaa-9-017]

One major impediment in breast cancer treatment is cancer recurrence after a prolonged disease-free interval, referred to as tumor dormancy. It has been reported that one in five clinically disease-free patients after surgical removal of their primary tumor developed cancer after 5--25 years.[@b49-sccaa-9-017] Interestingly, many aspects of the biological behavior of CSCs, as quiescence and immune escape, reflect the biological mechanisms involved in tumor dormancy, indicating that CSC and dormant cell populations exhibit a significant overlap.[@b49-sccaa-9-017] Surviving cytotoxic treatment and hostile microenvironments, evasion of antitumor immune responses, and regulation from microenvironmental signals as angiogenic factors are some of the traits shared by both CSCs and dormant cells pointing at an at least partial overlap of these two subpopulations.[@b49-sccaa-9-017] Inactivation of MYC oncogene, a key regulator of tumor cell dormancy, resulted in production of stem-like cells with differentiating as well as oncogenic potential.[@b50-sccaa-9-017] Additionally, dormancy-promoting microenvironments (eg, TGF-beta signaling) support the preservation of the CSC subpopulation.[@b51-sccaa-9-017],[@b52-sccaa-9-017]

CSCs also display epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) traits, which promote their migratory potential. EMT is critical for organogenesis during embryonic development and involves the transformation of nonmotile epithelial cells to mesenchymal migratory cells.[@b53-sccaa-9-017] A number of extracellular factors (epidermal growth factor, fibroblast growth factor, TGF-beta, Notch, Hedgehog, and Wnt ligands),[@b54-sccaa-9-017] microRNAs,[@b55-sccaa-9-017] and epigenetic regulators[@b56-sccaa-9-017] have been implicated in the induction of EMT. The most common EMT-inducing transcription factors are Snail, Twist, Slug, Zeb1, Zeb2, and FoxC2.[@b57-sccaa-9-017] Activating the EMT pathway triggers the elevation of mesenchymal markers (eg, fibronectin, N-cadherin, vimentin, alpha-smooth muscle actin) and the loss or downregulation of epithelial markers (epithelial keratins, E-cadherin, occludins, claudins, and desmoplakin), which promote motility and invasiveness of EMT undergoing cells. Although EMT represents a physiological step in normal development, in cancer it results in metastasis, increased invasiveness,[@b58-sccaa-9-017]--[@b60-sccaa-9-017] and chemoresistance.[@b61-sccaa-9-017] The induction of EMT has been associated with cancer stemness, as it can trigger the production of undifferentiated cells with CSC properties, capable of escaping the primary tumor and entering the bloodstream.[@b27-sccaa-9-017],[@b59-sccaa-9-017],[@b62-sccaa-9-017],[@b63-sccaa-9-017] Specifically, immortalized human mammary epithelial cells undergoing EMT express stem cell markers and exhibit an increased ability to form mammospheres. The expression of EMT markers has been associated with stem-like cell population isolated from mouse or human mammary glands or mammary carcinomas[@b27-sccaa-9-017] and the basal-like phenotype in breast cancer.[@b64-sccaa-9-017] Numerous EMT-inducing transcription factors (eg, FoxC2, Snail, Twist, Zeb, and p53) have been correlated with the expression of stem cell markers and metastatic phenotype in human mammary carcinoma cells and breast cancer cell lines.[@b27-sccaa-9-017],[@b65-sccaa-9-017],[@b66-sccaa-9-017] Finally, blockade of autocrine TGF-beta signaling has been shown to inhibit stem cell phenotype of murine breast cancer cells.[@b67-sccaa-9-017]

The size of the CSC fraction within a tumor is directly associated with neoplastic grading and disease clinicopathology.[@b68-sccaa-9-017] In order to eliminate the carcinogenic effect of CSCs, research has focused on their effective isolation, detailed molecular characterization, and targeting via the development of novel therapeutic strategies. These schemes involve the inhibition of specific survival and differentiation pathways and are currently being assessed on a preclinical and clinical level.[@b42-sccaa-9-017],[@b46-sccaa-9-017],[@b69-sccaa-9-017] New advances and improved methodologies are continuously being introduced in the constantly evolving field of CSC therapy to facilitate a more selective and efficient targeting of the CSC subpopulation.

Isolation of BCSCs
==================

CD44, CD24, and ALDH1 are the most commonly used biomarkers to identify the BCSC fraction. The expression of the surface glycoprotein CD44 combined with low expression or absence of the surface glycoprotein CD24 (CD44^+^/CD24^−/low^) typifies BCSCs, as first demonstrated by Al-Hajj et al.[@b2-sccaa-9-017] BCSCs are also typically characterized by elevated activity of ALDH1. Increased expression levels of ALDH1 in the tumors of breast cancer patients correlate with poor prognosis and overall survival.[@b13-sccaa-9-017] In addition to CD44, CD24, and ALDH1, other proteins have also been implicated in the characterization of BCSCs ([Table 1](#t1-sccaa-9-017){ref-type="table"}). These include the epithelial cell adhesion molecule EpCAM, a6 and b1 integrin subunits CD49f and CD29, respectively, integrin-associated protein CD47, MET receptor tyrosine kinase, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2), transmembrane glycoprotein CD133 (prominin-1), transcription factors Sox2 and Bmi1, and p53 tumor suppressor protein (for a detailed review see[@b42-sccaa-9-017]). The expression of Ca2^+^-dependent cell--cell adhesion glycoprotein P-cadherin has been correlated to the expression of BCSC markers, confers resistance to X-ray induced cell death and designates cells with an intermediate EMT status associated with a transitional phenotype.[@b71-sccaa-9-017] Many of the CTCs detected in metastatic breast cancer patients display an intermediate EMT status,[@b72-sccaa-9-017] while numerous studies have revealed the coexpression of EMT (Twist1, Akt2, Snail, Zeb1, Tg2, and N-cadherin) and stem cell markers in breast cancer CTCs (BCTCs).[@b36-sccaa-9-017],[@b73-sccaa-9-017]--[@b76-sccaa-9-017] The expression of the ABCG2 transporter (CD338) also identifies the tumor-initiating luminal progenitor subpopulation of BRCA1-mutated cells and is proposed as a novel antigen for cell sorting.[@b77-sccaa-9-017] The zinc finger transcription factor and Hedgehog effector GLI1 is important for the regulation of stemness in breast cancer as it is involved in the regulation of cellular differentiation pathways.[@b78-sccaa-9-017]

One of the least interventional ways to monitor the effects of therapy on the progress of the disease is the use of the so-called liquid biopsy, that is, the collection, enumeration, and characterization of BCTCs, cell-free DNA, or exosomes from the peripheral blood of breast cancer patients. Liquid biopsies are more advantageous in comparison to conventional biopsies (reviewed in[@b79-sccaa-9-017]), as the latter may often result in inefficient tumor sampling and increased patient risk. Moreover, conventional biopsies reflect the genetic profile of the disease only at the specific time point when the biopsy is performed, thus failing to reflect the dynamic genetic pattern of tumors during the course of the disease or in response to specific drugs. In contrast, due to their noninvasive nature, liquid biopsies enable the longitudinal monitoring of pharmacodynamics in cancer therapy.[@b80-sccaa-9-017] Even though liquid biopsies are constantly gaining popularity in the field of breast cancer treatment, technical challenges and result inconsistencies among various isolation and detection techniques have arisen regarding the detection rate of CTCs, frequency of positive patients, and association between CTCs and survival rate.[@b81-sccaa-9-017]--[@b83-sccaa-9-017] Additionally, due to the scarcity of CTCs, blood samples from breast cancer patients do not always reflect the entire population of CTCs in patient blood.[@b84-sccaa-9-017]

The earliest detection method of BCTCs is Ficoll density centrifugation, which is widely applied for the isolation of peripheral blood mononuclear cells from whole blood ([Figure 1](#f1-sccaa-9-017){ref-type="fig"}). Subsequently, BCTCs included in the isolated fragment of peripheral blood mononuclear cells can be immunofluorescently labeled with specific antibodies.[@b34-sccaa-9-017] Since the expression of epithelial markers is frequently detected in BCTCs, many techniques for their isolation involve the use of an antibody specific for an epithelial marker, such as EpCAM and MUC1. The most widely used EpCAM-based isolation techniques involve the use of the US Food and Drug Administration-approved Cellsearch™ system (Veridex LLC, Raritan, NJ, USA),[@b85-sccaa-9-017] the herringbone chip,[@b86-sccaa-9-017] the AdnaTest breast cancer detection kit,[@b87-sccaa-9-017] fluorescence activated cell sorting analysis,[@b36-sccaa-9-017],[@b88-sccaa-9-017],[@b89-sccaa-9-017] and the use of microfluidic technology.[@b90-sccaa-9-017] Recently, a novel methodology for the in vivo isolation of BCTCs has been developed by Saucedo-Zeni et al[@b91-sccaa-9-017] who have used a medical Seldinger guidewire conjugated to a monoclonal antibody against EpCAM to capture EpCAM-positive BCTCs from the blood circulation, after a 30-minute insertion in the vein of the patient. Positive selection based on epithelial markers such as EpCAM results in the exclusion of mesenchymal CTCs at the final stages of EMT, which lack epithelial traits, but yet exhibit an elevated metastatic potential. For this scope, negative selection techniques have been developed, which are based on the removal of non-CTCs. The elimination of peripheral blood mononuclear cells, which are CD45-positive cells, via the use of microbeads conjugated to anti-CD45 antibodies, has been used for the enrichment of CTCs from whole blood.[@b92-sccaa-9-017] Apart from negative selection, positive selection using cell-surface vimentin, a mesenchymal marker not expressed in blood cells, has been recently used for the isolation of mesenchymal CTCs from metastatic breast cancer patients. The summation of cell-surface vimentin and CellSearch methods has been proposed as an efficient approach for the detection of CTCs.[@b93-sccaa-9-017] The RosetteSep™ Human CD45 Depletion Cocktail is one of the commercially available kits designed to enrich epithelial CTCs via the crosslinking of unwanted cells to red blood cells, so that they pellet along red blood cells during Ficoll density centrifugation. Notably, the RosetteSep™ system (StemCell Technology, Vancouver, Canada) is frequently combined with the epithelial immuno SPOT (EPISPOT) assay, which has been used to detect proteins released in the peripheral blood from single epithelial cancer cells thus detecting and characterizing viable CTCs and disseminated tumor cells in the bone marrow in cancer patients.[@b94-sccaa-9-017] The CTC-iChip microfluidic system can also enrich CTCs after removal of white and red blood cells with the use of magnetic beads.[@b95-sccaa-9-017],[@b96-sccaa-9-017] Finally, exploiting the physicochemical properties of BCTCs, the isolation by size of epithelial tumor cells (ISET) methodology, which is based on the filtration, is used for the isolation of CTCs due to their large size compared to leukocytes.[@b97-sccaa-9-017],[@b98-sccaa-9-017]

Apart from the peripheral blood, BCSCs have also been isolated directly from primary or metastatic tumors of breast cancer patients. Using a semiautomated dissociation methodology, followed by magnetic cell sorting and cDNA amplification, transcriptome analysis has been performed on isolated CD44^+^/CD24^−^/CD45^−^ BCSCs from primary estrogen receptor α-positive tumors.[@b99-sccaa-9-017] Also, BCSCs from primary tumor derived tissue cultures have been isolated via sorting CD44^+^CD24^−/dim^ cell population by catcher tube-based cell sorter in combination with the flow cytometer and then propagated ex vivo as nonadherent mammospheres.[@b100-sccaa-9-017]

Molecular and functional heterogeneity of BCSCs
===============================================

Unraveling the molecular signature of BCSCs will promote a better insight into the biology of breast cancer, will enable the discovery of new therapeutic targets, lead to the improvement of current therapies, and will provide new tools toward understanding and preventing disease relapse. The use of specific markers for the characterization of the BCSC subpopulation has revealed that BCSCs display a significant degree of heterogeneity and can be classified into subcategories. These CSC subsets have been found to exhibit distinct tumorigenic capacity and discrete functions within the neoplastic cell population ([Table 2](#t2-sccaa-9-017){ref-type="table"}).

A recent study[@b101-sccaa-9-017] has revealed that human BCSCs can be generally divided into two subcategories, one expressing the ALDH1^+^ and the other displaying the CD44^+^/CD24^−^ phenotype. These have been shown to interconvert from one type to another, presumably depending on the tumor phase and requirements. While CD44^+^/CD24^−^cells express EMT genes, display a quiescent phenotype and are localized in the tumor periphery, possibly promoting tumor spreading, ALDH1^+^ cells are located in the tumor interior, display an epithelial profile expressing MET genes, and exhibit a proliferative phenotype, most likely supporting tumor growth. Microarray analysis revealed that a large number of genes are reciprocally expressed among these subpopulations. These cells are suggested to resemble their normal epithelial (EpCAM^+^/CD49f^+^) and mesenchymal (EpCAM^−^/CD49f^+^) type mammary stem cells. BCSCs expressing an overlapping phenotype (ALDH1^+^/CD44^+^/CD24^−^) were characterized by a very low detection frequency within the tumor mass and exhibited a more aggressive profile and greater metastatic potential.[@b101-sccaa-9-017] Interestingly, as few as 20 ALDH1^+^/CD44^+^/CD24^−^ cells were able to generate tumors in immunosuppressed mice.[@b13-sccaa-9-017]

Functional and phenotypic heterogeneity can also exist within the CD44^+^ compartment alone. Using a triple negative cell line, Leth-Larsen et al[@b102-sccaa-9-017] demonstrated that CD44^high^ cells could be subdivided into two categories, CD44^+^/CD24^−^ (mesenchymal type cells) and CD44^+^/CD24^low^ (epithelioid cells). CD44^+^/CD24^−^ displayed a mesenchymal morphology and expressed higher levels of vimentin, keratin 17, and E-cadherin, and lower levels of keratins 5/6, in comparison to epithelial-type CD44^+^/CD24^low^ cells. Interestingly, epithelial-like CD44^+^/CD24^low^ rather than mesenchymal-like CD44^+^/CD24^−^ cells were able to form mammospheres ex vivo and retained the ability to form tumors when inoculated into the mammary fat pad of immunodeficient mice and showed greater resistance to conventional chemotherapy (doxorubicin, methotrexate, and paclitaxel).

In estrogen receptor α-negative breast tumors CD44^pos^ CD49f^hi^CD133/2^hi^, xenograft initiating cells exhibit elevated tumorigenicity, and self-renewal capacity (expressing high levels of Sox2, Bmi-1, and/or Nanog and displaying CpG island hypermethylation) as well as high levels of the luminal marker keratin 18 and the basal marker keratin 14. These cells generate molecular and functional heterogeneity, giving rise to nontumorigenic progeny, an ability maintained after many in vivo passages, while ex vivo, they displayed elevated tumorsphere forming capability. CD44^pos^CD49f^hi^CD133/2^hi^ cells were primarily observed immunohistochemically in disordered clusters.[@b103-sccaa-9-017]

A specific subset of cells competent for brain metastasis has been identified in the blood of breast cancer patients and cultivated ex vivo.[@b104-sccaa-9-017] Apart from the stem cell markers ALDH1 and HER2, these cells were also positive for the expression of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), heparanase (HPSE), and Notch1 and negative for the expression of EpCAM (EpCAM^−^/ALDH1^+^/HER2^+^/EGFR^+^/HPSE^+^/Notch1^+^). Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction analysis revealed high expression levels of vimentin, keratins 8 and 18, and expression of the stem cell phenotype CD44^+^/CD24^low^, while no detectable levels of keratins 19 and 20 were observed. When injected intracardially or into the tail vein of immunodeficient mice, these cells metastasized to the brain in a time period of 6 weeks, and generated tumors closely resembling the histology of the neoplastic tissue of their patient of origin.[@b104-sccaa-9-017]

A bone tropism signature for BCTCs was also proposed.[@b105-sccaa-9-017] Specifically, the authors monitored the CD44^+^/CD24^−^ subpopulation by in vivo luciferase imaging, which colonized subcutaneous human bone implants after injection in non-obese diabetic/severe combined immunodeficiency mice. Interestingly, the bone-isolated CSCs-like cells displayed a "phenotypic switch" expressing the CD44^−^CD24^+^ phenotype probably resulting from microenvironmental interactions. These cells expressed low molecular weight keratins, epithelial membrane antigen, and vimentin and initiated tumor formation after injection in secondary mice. Transcriptional analysis of CD44^−^CD24^+^ revealed a distinct bone tropism signature of 88 upregulated and 22 downregulated genes,[@b105-sccaa-9-017] which can delineate bone metastatic breast cancers and distinguish them from other types of metastatic breast cancer.

Mouse xenograft analysis of CTCs has also revealed that CTCs from primary human luminal breast cancer contain specific clones that generated bone, lung, and liver metastases in mice, which expressed EpCAM, CD44, CD47, and MET. CD47, known as the "don't eat me" molecule, inhibits phagocytosis and contributes to immune evasion[@b106-sccaa-9-017]--[@b108-sccaa-9-017] and the hepatocyte growth factor receptor MET tyrosine kinase has been shown to exhibit a migratory and invasive role in many types of cancer.[@b109-sccaa-9-017] When EpCAM^+^CD44^+^CD47^+^MET^+^ cells were transplanted into the femoral medullar cavity of mice, bone metastasis was observed after 8 months. Consequently, a molecular signature (EpCAM^+^CD44^+^CD47^+^MET^+^) designating a BCTC subset capable of metastasis initiation and indicative of poor prognosis has been proposed.[@b35-sccaa-9-017] Indeed, EpCAM^+^CD44^+^CD47^+^MET^+^ cells are detected more frequently in patients with disease progression, in contrast to that of bulk EpCAM^+^ CTCs. The fact that the expression of CD47 is observed in patient bone metastases and corresponding bone metastases in mice but not primary tumors indicates that CD47 expression is acquired after metastatic dissemination.

Stem cell technology and breast cancer therapy
==============================================

Targeting BCSCs
---------------

One of the principal objectives of breast cancer treatment is the eradication of BCSCs, which display resistance to conventional chemotherapy and underlie tumor recurrence. Failure of conventional chemotherapy to eradicate the BCSC subpopulation results in BCSC-enriched residual tumors, which display a more mesenchymal and aggressive phenotype.[@b110-sccaa-9-017] Thus, simultaneous targeting of CSCs and non-CSCs holds a great promise toward the development of more efficient therapeutic methodologies. Indeed, combined chemo- and BCSC-targeting therapy is currently being evaluated on a clinical basis.[@b42-sccaa-9-017] The fact that CSCs exhibit phenotypic similarities with normal stem cells, however, raises the question of selective targeting of cancer versus normal stem cells. CSCs could be distinguished from their normal counterparts because they carry cancer-specific glycans. These probably originate from altered glycosylation of normal stem cell glycoproteins during their malignant transformation and are introduced as CSC-specific glycans.[@b14-sccaa-9-017]

The targeting of BCSCs involves the disruption of BCSC survival signaling pathways (ie, Notch, HER2, Hedgehog, Wnt, PI3K/Akt/mToR, interleukin 8, TGF-beta); induction of differentiation with the use of small inhibitors as salinomycin, histone deacetylase inhibitors, all trans retinoic acid, and small hairpin RNA lentivirus particles; targeting of CSC metabolic pathways; and the use of microRNAs, cancer immunotherapy, drugs involved in the treatment of noncancer diseases, and nanotechnology ([Table 3](#t3-sccaa-9-017){ref-type="table"}) (for a review see[@b42-sccaa-9-017]). Nanodrugs can easily accumulate within tumor sites due to their enhanced vascular permeability. Biodegradable polymeric micelles loaded with paclitaxel and functionalized with anti-CD44 antibodies have been used in breast cancer cell lines. In order to examine the effectiveness of nanomedicines on the CSC subpopulation, an in vitro fluorescent CSC model was developed that enables the visualization and posttreatment assessment of biological performance of CSCs.[@b111-sccaa-9-017] Although targeting BCSCs holds a great promise in the treatment of breast cancer and is widely tested on a basic research level, a disproportionally limited number of clinical trials evaluating the effect of treatment on the expression of BCSC biomarkers are in progress. In a recent clinical trial, interrupting the Notch pathway with the administration of the γ-secretase inhibitor MK-0752 resulted in decreased levels of CD44^+^/CD24^−^, ALDH^+^ cell populations in the tumor biopsies.[@b112-sccaa-9-017] Ongoing clinical trials evaluating the effect of Hedgehog, CXCR1/2, EGFR/HER2, AKT, and angiogenesis inhibitors on the CSC subpopulation of breast cancer patients in addition to the clinical testing of novel CSC vaccines will provide further insight on their clinical applicability and efficacy (see[@b42-sccaa-9-017] and references therein).

The use of antibiotics for the targeting of CSCs is a novel approach in the field of breast cancer. In a recent study, Lamb et al[@b113-sccaa-9-017] demonstrated that MCF-7 mammospheres exhibit a marked overexpression of \>60 mitochondrial-related proteins, nine of which were markedly upregulated. The authors tested whether mitochondrial biogenesis is required for the survival and proliferation of CSCs with the use of Food and Drug Administration-approved antibiotics, which target mitochondria. Mitochondrial targeting of normal cells by specific classes of antibiotics results from the "endosymbiotic theory of mitochondrial evolution" and in normal cells it exerts mild side effects, which are well tolerated in most patients. It was shown that the survival of CSCs is largely dependent on the biogenesis of mitochondria and that specific Food and Drug Administration-approved antibiotics, such as erythromycins, tetracyclines, glycylcyclines, and chloramphenicol, can be used to specifically eliminate cancer cells grown as mammospheres in 12 different cancer cell lines across eight different tumor types, including breast cancer. Intriguingly, the authors propose the treatment of cancer as an infectious disease and highlight the role of antibiotics in the prevention of the disease relapse, emphasizing on the fact that many of these drugs are nontoxic to normal cells, thus reducing the side effects of anticancer therapy.[@b113-sccaa-9-017]

One of these promising antibiotics is doxycycline, a member of the tetracycline class, with excellent pharmacokinetics. It has been shown that doxycycline treatment significantly reduced the expression of many key protein targets functionally associated with mitochondrial metabolism, glycolysis, EMT, protein synthesis, and the DNA damage response, as well as inflammation and protein degradation, in human breast cancer cells.[@b114-sccaa-9-017] In particular, DNA-PK, an enzyme thought to confer resistance in cancer cells, was dramatically downregulated by doxycycline.[@b114-sccaa-9-017] Doxycycline is relatively attractive as a new anticancer agent with low toxic side effects. It has a long half-life systemically and has been used successfully for the long-term treatment of patients with urinary tract infections, prostatitis, or acne, for extended periods of time. More importantly, it has been shown that doxycycline enhances the culturing efficiency, survival, and self-renewal of human pluripotent stem cells.[@b115-sccaa-9-017],[@b116-sccaa-9-017] Precisely, through the direct activation of the PI3K-AKT intracellular pathway, it dramatically enhances the expandability of human embryonic stem and induced pluripotent stem cells.

Additionally, salinomycin has been shown to reduce the fraction of CSCs by \>100-fold compared to paclitaxel and promote mammary tumor growth arrest in mice.[@b117-sccaa-9-017] Combination therapy targeting both BCSCs and breast cancer cells via the co-delivery of salinomycin and doxorubicin displayed a twofold in vivo breast tumor suppression compared to single drug therapy.[@b118-sccaa-9-017]

Recently, the establishment of ex vivo cultures of CTCs from the blood of breast cancer patients has enabled the examination of drug sensitivity of cultured cells, revealing new potential therapeutic targets, activation of specific signaling pathways (including stem cell related signatures), and constituted the basis for the future design of novel individualized therapeutic strategies.[@b119-sccaa-9-017]

Normal stem cell-mediated delivery of anticancer drugs
------------------------------------------------------

One of the most recent innovative approaches in breast cancer therapy is the recruitment of normal stem cells for the eradication of tumor cells. A number of studies have shown that mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) have the inherent ability to migrate toward sites of inflammation, injury, ischemia and, most importantly, tumor microenvironments (a property termed "tumor tropism"). The migratory mechanisms of MSCs toward cancer sites are not yet unraveled, although cytokine signaling (stromal cell-derived factor 1, hepatocyte growth factor, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), platelet-derived growth factor, and monocyte chemoattractant protein 1) is a key regulator of this behavior.[@b120-sccaa-9-017] The use of MSCs for the delivery of anticancer drugs is highly selective and can overcome the obstacle of limited drug half-life as MSCs can be engineered to continually secrete the drug of choice.[@b121-sccaa-9-017] Interestingly, not only engineered but also unmodified or "naïve" MSCs exhibit antitumor activity in various mouse models of cancer, as they secrete tumoricidal factors.[@b122-sccaa-9-017] Umbilical cord, adipose and amniotic fluid, and neural tissue stem cells have been recruited for targeting breast cancer cells ([Table 3](#t3-sccaa-9-017){ref-type="table"}).

### Umbilical cord MSCs

Genetically engineered human umbilical cord mesenchymal stem cells (HUMSCs) that overexpress the tumor suppressor gene follistatin displayed enhanced tumoricidal activity.[@b123-sccaa-9-017] Coculture of HUMSCs and MDA-MB231 has been shown to result in apoptosis of the latter, either through direct cellular contact or by a novel phenomenon that includes the internalization of HUMSC into MDA-MB231. Moreover, injection of HUMSCs in primary and metastatic breast cancer sites in animal models displayed satisfactory results as indicated by fading or absent in vivo bioluminescence signals of tumor cells.[@b124-sccaa-9-017] It has been suggested that in vitro and in vivo inhibition of BCSC growth by HUMSCs is associated with cell cycle arrest, induction of tumor cell apoptosis, and suppression of PI3K and AKT protein kinases.[@b125-sccaa-9-017]

### Adipose stem cells

The use of adipose stem cells (ADSCs) has also been recruited in the fight against breast cancer. In animal models of human breast cancer, it has been shown that the injection of ADSCs peripheral to the tumor leads to tumor withdrawal and total recovery within 6 months.[@b126-sccaa-9-017] In spite of the therapeutic potential of ADSCs, recent reports have revealed that they can possibly support breast cancer progression. Specifically, white adipose tissue-derived progenitor cells, which are used widely for soft tissue reconstruction, have been suggested to promote local breast cancer growth and metastasis.[@b127-sccaa-9-017] In murine models, human adipose tissue-derived stromal/stem cells from abdominal lipoaspirates were reported to underlie metastasis of MDA-MB-231 breast tumor xenografts to various organs. Moreover, MDA-MB-231 tumors that were coinjected in mice with adipose tissue-derived stromal/stem cells displayed partial EMT, expression of matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9), and increased angiogenesis.[@b128-sccaa-9-017] Adipose tissue progenitor cells induced EMT in luminal breast cancer cells and were shown to promote metastasis of breast cancer.[@b129-sccaa-9-017]

### Amniotic fluid stem cells

Genetically engineered human amniotic fluid-derived stem cells expressing cytosine deaminase and thymidine kinase, which convert nontoxic prodrugs into cytotoxic metabolites, have been shown to inhibit the growth of breast cancer cells in cellular and xenograft mouse models. Specifically, in the presence of prodrugs, they hindered the growth of MDA-MB-231 human breast cancer cells and reduced the tumor size in BALB/c nude mouse MDA-MB-231 xenografts, whereas their use did not disturb the normal architecture of breast tissues. Thus, they have been suggested as effective vehicles for the selective targeting of breast tumors.[@b130-sccaa-9-017] Human amniotic membrane-derived epithelial stem cells also display anticancer activity in BALB/c nude mice bearing metastatic breast cancer xenografts. When mice have been treated with human amniotic membrane-derived epithelial stem cells, tumor progression was inhibited, whereas no side effects were observed. Human amniotic membrane-derived epithelial stem cells are proposed as a safe and effective breast cancer targeting therapy.[@b131-sccaa-9-017]

### Neural stem cells

Neural stem cells genetically modified for the expression of a tumor selective and secretable variant of TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) migrated toward brain metastasis after implantation or injection in the circulation, suppressed metastatic tumor growth, and prolonged the survival of mice bearing metastatic breast tumors in a breast-to-brain metastasis mouse model.[@b132-sccaa-9-017] Intracranial injection of neural stem cells secreting anti-HER2 antibody in a mouse model of breast cancer brain metastases has been shown to improve survival,[@b133-sccaa-9-017] while genetically engineered human neural stem cells with rabbit carboxyl esterase can target brain metastasis from breast cancer.[@b134-sccaa-9-017] Finally, neural stem cells transduced to express *Escherichia coli* cytosine deaminase, which exhibits a prodrug converting capacity, and human interferon-beta, which inhibits tumor growth via apoptosis, have also been found to target ductal breast cancer cells in cellular and xenograft models.[@b135-sccaa-9-017]

### Adverse effects and clinical limitations

One of the major concerns on the use of pathotropic stem cells for the treatment of cancer is their ability to secrete signaling molecules that could modify the tumor microenvironment and contribute to tumor invasiveness, growth, and angiogenesis. As mentioned above, ADSCs have been shown to enhance the metastatic potential of breast cancer cells promoting tumor growth. The secretion of interleukin 6 and CCL5 by MSCs increased the growth and metastasis of breast cancer cells.[@b136-sccaa-9-017],[@b137-sccaa-9-017] Thus, the pro-neoplastic properties of normal stem cells within a deregulated tumor microenvironment should be taken into consideration prior to the development of any therapeutic strategy. Furthermore, the route of administration and cell concentration must be determined for an optimal therapeutic result. Due to the above limitations, clinical trials examining the effect of normal stem cell-mediated therapy for the specific treatment of breast cancer are rather lacking.

Conclusion
==========

Undoubtedly, the discovery of CSCs has initiated a new era in the field of tumor biology and provided the basis for the development of novel therapeutic strategies against cancer. It is now beginning to emerge that BCSCs comprise a highly dynamic and heterogeneous subpopulation, with compartmentalized properties and specific functions within the tumor and the ability to act coordinately in response to stimuli from the tumor environment. The phenotypic and functional characterization of BCSCs combined with the use of advanced isolation technologies and targeting schemes will enable the efficient eradication of the entire BCSC population.

Recent advances in the field of breast cancer research, as the ex vivo culture of BCTCs, use of antibiotics, nanomedicine, and the employment of normal stem cells for the elimination of BCSCs, have promoted the establishment of new individualized treatment schemes and are paving the way toward a more patient-friendly therapeutic approach. However, the safety of newly developed methodologies, such as the introduction of normal stem cells into an already genetically destabilized environment, should be critically evaluated and standardized, in view of the fact that they can trigger disease relapse. Despite current impediments, the development of stem cell-based therapy, in combination with conventional chemotherapy, still remains a significant tool for breast cancer scientists and holds a promising future in the treatment of breast cancer.

Remaining questions and future directions
=========================================

Although our knowledge on CSCs has largely expanded in the last decades, many aspects of their biology and behavior still remain elusive. Apart from the origination of CSCs, which still remains one of the most fundamental and intriguing questions in breast cancer research, a better understanding of the interplay between the tumor microenvironment and CSCs will promote the development of safer and more specific therapeutic approaches targeting the tumor microenvironment, while predicting their effects on interacting tumor cells. Also, defining the molecular markers and metabolic pathways that distinguish normal and CSCs will ensure the specific targeting of the latter and minimize therapy side effects. Finally, uncovering the molecular markers implicated in CSC quiescence will shed light on the mechanisms of the biological resistance of CSCs and pave the way for novel clinical applications.

From a practical point of view, an important challenge to be resolved is the isolation of the total population of BCTCs from the blood of patients. Thus, new isolation technologies based on the physicochemical properties and specific markers of BCSCs need to be developed. This will allow their elimination from the circulation and consequently will diminish the risk of metastasis for adjuvant patients. Characterizing BCSCs will promote the generation of new molecular signatures applied in liquid biopsy, which will significantly contribute to the treatment and follow-up care of breast cancer patients.
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###### 

Markers for BCSC characterization

  Markers      Localization             Isolation   References
  ------------ ------------------------ ----------- ------------------------------------------------------------
  ALDH1        Cytoplasm                \+          [@b13-sccaa-9-017]
  CD24         Cell surface             \+          [@b2-sccaa-9-017]
  CD44         Cell surface             \+          [@b2-sccaa-9-017]
  EpCAM        Cell surface             \+          [@b42-sccaa-9-017]
  MUC1         Cell surface             \+          [@b76-sccaa-9-017]
  P-cadherin   Cell surface                         [@b70-sccaa-9-017], [@b71-sccaa-9-017]
  N-cadherin   Cell surface                         [@b74-sccaa-9-017]
  CD49*f*      Cell surface                         [@b42-sccaa-9-017]
  CD29         Cell surface                         [@b42-sccaa-9-017]
  CD47         Cell surface                         [@b42-sccaa-9-017]
  CD133        Cell surface                         [@b42-sccaa-9-017], [@b74-sccaa-9-017]
  CD338        Cell surface                         [@b77-sccaa-9-017]
  MET          Cell surface                         [@b42-sccaa-9-017], [@b35-sccaa-9-017]
  HER2         Cell surface                         [@b42-sccaa-9-017]
  Keratins     Cytoplasm                            [@b79-sccaa-9-017]
  Vimentin     Cytoplasm/cell surface   \+          [@b58-sccaa-9-017], [@b72-sccaa-9-017], [@b93-sccaa-9-017]
  Sox2         Nucleus/cytoplasm                    [@b42-sccaa-9-017]
  Bmi1         Nucleus/cytoplasm                    [@b42-sccaa-9-017]
  p53          Nucleus/cytoplasm                    [@b42-sccaa-9-017]
  GLI1         Nucleus/cytoplasm                    [@b78-sccaa-9-017]
  Twist1       Nucleus/cytoplasm                    [@b73-sccaa-9-017], [@b75-sccaa-9-017]
  Akt2         Nucleus/cytoplasm                    [@b75-sccaa-9-017], [@b76-sccaa-9-017]
  Snail        Nucleus/cytoplasm                    [@b73-sccaa-9-017]
  Zeb1         Nucleus/cytoplasm                    [@b76-sccaa-9-017]
  Tg2          Nucleus/cytoplasm                    [@b76-sccaa-9-017]

**Note:** The localization of proteins expressed in BCSCs and used for their isolation is shown.

**Abbreviations:** ALDH1, aldehyde dehydrogenase 1; BCSC, breast cancer stem cell; EpCAM, epithelial cell adhesion molecule; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2.

###### 

Molecular and functional heterogeneity of BCSCs

  Molecular signature                                   Significance/properties                                              References
  ----------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------
  ALDH1^+^                                              High tumorigenic potential                                           [@b101-sccaa-9-017]
                                                        Epithelial-like, proliferative                                       
                                                        Expression of MET genes                                              
                                                        Located in tumor interior                                            
  EpCAM^+^/ALDH1^+^/HER2^+^/EGFR^+^/HPSE^+^/Notch1^+^   Brain metastasis                                                     [@b104-sccaa-9-017]
                                                        High expression levels of vimentin and keratins 8 and 18             
                                                        No detectable levels of keratins 19 and 20                           
                                                        Expression of the stem cell phenotype CD44^+^/CD24^low^              
  ALDH1^+^/CD44^+^/CD24^−^                              Very high tumorigenic potential, rare                                [@b13-sccaa-9-017], [@b101-sccaa-9-017]
  CD44^+^/CD24^−^                                       High tumorigenic potential                                           [@b101-sccaa-9-017], [@b102-sccaa-9-017]
                                                        Mesenchymal-like, quiescent                                          
                                                        Expression of EMT genes                                              
                                                        Located in tumor periphery                                           
  CD44^+^/CD24^low^                                     High tumorigenic potential                                           [@b102-sccaa-9-017]
                                                        Epithelial-like                                                      
                                                        Expression of keratins 5/6                                           
                                                        Low expression of vimentin, keratin 17, and E-cadherin               
  CD44^−^/CD24^+^                                       Bone tropism                                                         [@b105-sccaa-9-017]
                                                        Expression of low molecular weight keratins, EMA, and vimentin       
                                                        Bone tropism signature (88 upregulated and 22 downregulated genes)   
  ER^−^/CD44^+^/CD49*f*^hi^/CD133                       High tumorigenic potential                                           [@b103-sccaa-9-017]
                                                        High levels of keratins 18 and 14                                    
  EpCAM^+^CD44^+^CD47^+^MET^+^                          Escaping immune response                                             [@b35-sccaa-9-017]
                                                        Critical in bone, lung, and liver metastases                         
                                                        Associated with disease progression                                  

**Abbreviations:** ALDH1, aldehyde dehydrogenase 1; BCSC, breast cancer stem cell; EMA, epithelial membrane antigen; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; EMT, epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition; EpCAM, epithelial cell adhesion molecule; ER, estrogen receptor; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; HPSE, heparanase MET, mesenchymal-to-epithelial transition.

###### 

Applications of stem cell technology in breast cancer therapy

  Targeting breast cancer stem cells   References                      Normal stem cell-mediated therapy   References
  ------------------------------------ ------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ------------------------------------------
  Antibiotics Signal pathways          113--116                        Umbilical cord                      [@b123-sccaa-9-017]--[@b125-sccaa-9-017]
  Differentiation Metabolism           Reviewed in[@b42-sccaa-9-017]   Adipose tissue                      [@b126-sccaa-9-017]--[@b129-sccaa-9-017]
  microRNA Immunotherapy                                               Amniotic fluid                      [@b130-sccaa-9-017]--[@b131-sccaa-9-017]
  Nanodrugs                                                            Neural                              [@b132-sccaa-9-017]--[@b135-sccaa-9-017]
